New On Video & DVD
Joan Collins Collection: Stopover Tokyo American secret agent Mark Fannon (Robert Wagner)
uncovers a communist plot to assassinate the United States' ambassador to Japan (Larry Keating), and
plays a wicked game of cat and mouse with the would-be killer (Edmond O'Brien). Fannon's love,
Tina (Joan Collins), finds the pressure of his work too much to bear, and he finds his allegiance torn
between protecting the ambassador and saving his romance., Seven Thieves Professor Wilkins
(Edward G. Robinson) recruits career criminal Paul Mason (Rod Steiger) to help him pull off a $4
million Monte Carlo casino heist. They assemble a crack team, including experts Melanie (Joan
Collins) and Poncho (Eli Wallach), but jealousy and suspicion threaten to destroy the entire heist.
Alexander Scourby, Michael Dante and Barry Kroeger star in director Henry Hathaway's crisp thriller,
based on Max Catto's novel., Sea Wife When their ship is sunk off the coast of Singapore, four survivors Therese (Joan Collins), Cannon (Richard Burton), Number Four (Cy Grant) and Bulldog (Basil
Sydney) escape on a lifeboat. As they struggle to make their way to land and back home, Cannon falls
for Therese, unaware that she's a nun. Bob McNaught directs this epic World War II-era romantic
adventure, based on J.M. Scott's novel., Rally Round the Fly Boys Sleepy suburb Putnam's Landing
has been earmarked for a new Army missile base, and Grace Bannerman (Joanne Woodward) won't
stand for it. Her long-suffering husband, Harry (Paul Newman), fed up with Grace's protest movement, has problems of his own, including fighting off the advances of local sexpot Angela (Joan
Collins). Tuesday Weld and Dwayne Hickman co-star in director Leo McCarey's uproarious adaptation of the book by Max Shulman., The Girl in the Red Velvet Swing At the turn of the 20th century,
Broadway showgirl Evelyn Nesbit (Joan Collins) is the object of affection of two men: playboy architect Stanford White (Ray Milland) and wealthy but unbalanced Harry Thaw (Farley Granger). She
marries Thaw, but White's continued pursuit puts him in the path of Thaw's volatile temper. Inspired
by true events, director Richard Fleischer's crime drama co-stars Luther Adler and Frances Fuller. Fox
Sweet Land In Ali Selim's Independent Spirit Award-winning tale of how love triumphs over ignorance, German immigrant Inge tells her life story to her grandson after burying her husband on their
farm in Minnesota in 1968. Inge begins her tale in 1920, when she's just become a mail-order bride to
Norwegian-American farmer Olaf. Discovering that Inge's heritage is actually German, both Olaf and
the community struggle to overcome years of anti-German propaganda and prejudice. Fox
Bozo The World's Most Famous Clown Bozo is the World s Most Famous Clown! The Bozo the
Clown show ran for 47 years on TV, making it one of the longest running shows ever! 30 live-action
½ hour full color episodes. Each features a 5-minute cartoon! Contains a special interview with Larry
Bozo the Clown Harmon. Digitally re-mastered and transferred from Larry Harmon s original film
masters. The laughs don't stop with Bozo the Clown. Join him in five hilarious episodes: "Dinky
Toots His Own Horn," "The Space Ace Saves Face," "Bird Brain Bozo," "Bozo Meets King Glum of
Gloom," and "1st Prize Surprise." Falcon
The 4 Musketeers Alexandre Dumas's classic adventure tale gets a supernatural twist in this French
film that has a young D'Artagnan witnessing the sinister Milady Winter making a pact with the devil.
Now an adult, D'Artagnan must turn to his musketeer allies to save France from the queen's evil reign.
Emmanuelle Béart, Tchéky Karyo, Vincent Elbaz, Grégori Derangère and Heino Ferch co-star in this
Pierre Aknine-directed drama. Lions Gate
Cuttlefish Kings of Camouflage Capable of changing color, shape, and even impersonating the opposite sex, the shape-shifting cuttlefish is a force to be reckoned with. This episode of NOVA delves into
the deep with these remarkable, intelligent, and often lethal sea creatures, capturing them as they
attack with deadly force from out of the blue. WGBH Boston
Prevention Fitness Systems Slim, Strong, and Firm Look slimmer, tone your muscles and feel invigorated with this effective workout that combines a solid Pilates routine with challenging ballet moves.
By performing stretching exercises that work your muscles from head to toe, you'll improve your posture and begin to look taller and slimmer. Whether using dumbbells or your body's weight to create
resistance, you can adjust your workout based upon your individual needs. Anchor Bay
Prevention Fitness Systems Fight Cellulite Fast Burn calories and trim the cellulite from your hips,
butt and thighs with this exercise program that draws on effective new workout techniques and methods. By alternating between lower-body training that tones your muscles and cardio routines that blast
calories, you'll come away with a new physique. Fitness pro Chris Freytag successfully motivates
viewers while maintaining her pleasant and easygoing manner. Anchor Bay
Flight 29 Down Volume 1 When their plane crashes on a deserted South Pacific island, seven teens
from Los Angeles must learn to survive on their own. Join brave leader Nathan (Corbin Bleu) and the
other kids as they work together as a team to keep themselves alive. The first four episodes from the
kids' TV series are pulled together as a mini-movie in this release. Allen Alvarado, Hallee Hirsh,
Jeremy James Kissner, Johnny Pacar, Lauren Storm and Kristy Wu also star. Genius
Kenny The Shark Feeding Frenzy Volume 1 Kenny isn't your usual tiger shark. In fact, he'd rather live
on land than in the ocean. As luck would have it, 10-year-old Kat loves undersea creatures, and she
takes Kenny in as her new pet. This compilation features three fun-filled episodes of Kenny's adventures with his adoptive family. Produced for the Discovery Kids network, this animated series takes
the idea of being a fish out of water literally! Genius
Tutenstein The Beginning Volume 1 A mummified boy king comes back to life when lightning
strikes his casket, throwing him into a world he doesn't understand. With help from a 12-year-old girl
named Cleo and her feline companion, the little Egyptian pharaoh -- who thinks he still rules the
world -- tries to adapt to modern life. This compilation includes four episodes of the charming animated series, along with the featurette "Truth or Scare: The Curse of Tutankhamen." Genius
Days of Glory Rachid Bouchareb's powerful pedagogical film chronicles the journey of four North
African soldiers who join the French army to help liberate France from Nazi occupation during World
War II. Re-creating a chapter largely erased from the pages of history, the film -- which got an Oscar
nod for Best Foreign Language Film and won the 2006 Cannes Film Festival Best Actor award for its
ensemble cast pays overdue tribute to the heroism of these forgotten troops. Weinstein / Genius
Thunderpants Life is a gas literally, not figuratively for poor Patrick Smash (Bruce Cook), whose
gastrointestinal condition leaves an invisible cloud of odor constantly hovering about him. The smell
drives everybody away except his friend Alan (Rupert Grint of the Harry Potter films), who has no
sense of smell. With Alan's help, Patrick pursues his dream of becoming an astronaut and, along the
way, learns the scent of both fame and infamy. Weinstein / Genius
Follow Along Miss Spider's Sunny Patch Kids This exciting animated adventure is set during the
first days of spring, when Miss Spider (Brooke Shields) and Holley (Rick Moranis) welcome five new
additions to the family: Snowdrop, Pansy, Wiggle, Spinner, and Squirt. Trouble arises when the precocious Squirt sets out on his own to return a chicken egg to its owner, forcing Miss Spider and Holley
to embark on a dangerous journey to return him to safety. Filled with stellar animation, Miss Spider’s
Sunny Patch Kids is a release that children will want to revisit again and again. MGM
Follow Along Stellaluna tells the story of an innocent, good-natured fruit bat who finds herself out on
her own. A group of birds takes her in, but Stellaluna soon discovers just how different she is from
these chirping birds who like to sleep at night. Eventually, though, Stellaluna has an awakening that
makes her reevaluate her position and embrace the special qualities that are specific to her. Stellaluna
is an engaging animated adventure tale that teaches children valuable lessons about being open minded and sensitive. MGM
Follow Along The Sandlot An insecure young boy named Scotty moves into a new town with his
recently remarried mother and stepdad. Feeling ostracized as the new kid on the block, Scotty tries to
make friends with the other boys. But they spurn him when they realize that Scotty knows next to
nothing about baseball not even who the "Great Bambino" (Babe Ruth) is. Dejected and lonely, Scotty
begins to feel he will always be an outsider. Then Benny "The Jet" Rodriguez, the best ballplayer in
school, befriends him and things change quickly: the boys are more willing to accept Scotty, despite
their reservations, and they have fun playing ball together all summer. But a mystery lurks in this
small town, a tale told in hushed tones about a creature called "The Beast". According to legend, the
furry monster lives just beyond the left field fence of the sandlot devouring baseballs in lieu of little
boys. Scotty and Benny embark on an adventure into the lair of this mythic behemoth, and their heroic exploits finally make Scotty a fully-accepted member of the gang. The already popular Benny
becomes a living legend to the other boys. Fox

